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Vending Telemetry
Real-time machine monitoring. Get alert when your machine is not running.

	
Telemetry Modem
Checkout our telemetry modem built especially for vending machines.
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RFID Card Reader
Accept transactions from pre-paid cards and manage them using vending management system.
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Vending Machine Management System
VendingMetrics provides your business with online management software for vending machines.
Track sales in real-time
Get a picking list and inventory
Accept prepaid card payments
Get alerts when machine is out-of-stock
Easy setup. Works in all machines with MDB

Sign upContact sales
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Works with
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and more!


Vending Management Software
Your personalised workspace and management dashboard
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Works with all devices and systems



Learn more about Vending Telemetry



“We’ve been using VendingMetrics for 8 months now and it’s been great. We especially like the online picking list feature as we can see what we need to take from a truck to restock a vending machine.”

Piotr P.
VendingStyle, Poland




“We’ve over 130 vending machines in many different locations. Since, we purchased VendingMetrics and it has recorded every restocked product and sale. Our work, accounting and refund process is much easier now! Great system created by fantastic people.”

Marcellus L.
The Hot Machine, Brazil




“Very good product! Carefully crafted and polished application for vending. Love the real-time sales information! Highly recommend VendingMetrics!”

Andrzej N.
Royal Dutch Shell, Poland





Vending Telemetry Increases Company Efficiency

Inventory
Track the quantity of products in the warehouse and in the vending machines. Check which products have been taken from the warehouse and how many have been delivered to the vending machines.

Learn more


Sales tracking
Track sales in real-time on your vending manager dashboard. Get all essential reports about sales in your vending machines. Start selling products that will increase your revenue.

Learn more


Picking list
Get a picking list for your machines on your mobile phone. It will allow you to take only required products for you vending machines. Mark products as restocked to keep track of have been taken from the inventory.

Learn more


Cash tracking
Track cash in your vending machines in real-time together with coin acceptor data.

Learn more


QR Codes
Provide your customers with access to additional payment options with QR codes placed on every vending machine.

Learn more


Increased Efficiency
Thinking about hiring a new employee? Try out VendingMetrics first! Get more capacity to handle more machines with the same number of employees.

Learn more




Connect your vending machines
VendingMetrics offers multiple integration options to connect every telemetry device or payment terminal
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* - Some features like: instant refund, cash tracking, coin acceptor management, machine restart won't be supported in some payment terminals.
	Payment terminals
	MiFare Cards
	Custom machines
	Custom API
	ERP Systems
	Custom devices
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Let us integrate your current setup
The ability to integrate other telemetry devices or payment terminals of different manufacturers and online systems.
Contact Us


Works with
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and more!


We operate globally
Join 100+ amazing organizations using VendingMetrics every day!
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+100
organizations
VendingMetrics is used in over 100 organization around the globe.

Join Us


+2500
users
Our mobile application and system is used everyday by over 2500 people.

Create account


+10 000
Vending machines
We are tracking sales and inventory in over 10 000 vending machines everyday.

Connect your machine



Vending News
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Cantaloupe (USA Tech) integration for inventory management
VendingMetrics can be integrated with any payment terminal you use at your vending machines. One of supported integrations is Cantaloupe (USA Tech) that allows connecting your payment terminals with VendingMetrics System.
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How to use vending inventory management without telemetry devices?
Whether you're just starting out in vending or you're already an experienced operator, there are bound to be some of your machines that don't have card readers or other telemetry devices connected. So, how do you track their sales and overall performance?
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QR codes in vending machines — online vending for operators and customers
QR codes are appearing more and more frequently in our lives. We also see them in vending. QR codes in vending machines offer many additional options. Find out how QR codes can be used in vending.




Read more


Start today!
Would you try VendingMetrics for free or have a demo session with our team member? Create account and connect your vending telemetry today!
Create account
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